
Senior Level Engineers from ACES TSS Provide Top Service for  

IT and Media & Entertainment 
 

An integrated technology 

infrastructure is essential to 

operating at an optimum level and 

for maximizing return on 

investment. Regardless of the type 

of business, tens of thousands of 

companies across the United States 

have a need every year for 

anything from database security 

and custom network design to 

support and disaster recovery, and 

senior level engineers at ACES 

Technology Services and Solutions 

can provide the technical design 

and support necessary in any 

business situation.  

 

Having such a comprehensive 

technology solution is especially 

important to companies in the 

media and entertainment 

industries.  

 

How Senior Systems Engineers Can Help Media and Entertainment Companies 
 

Protecting electronic information and media files are an integral, if not central part of doing 

business in the media and entertainment fields. Media files that are stored in databases and 

transmitted across networks must be protected at all times from untrustworthy individuals and 

other entities.  

 

The best way to protect this type of information is to hire engineers for media & entertainment. 

Senior systems engineers at ACES TSS have extensive experience as engineers for media & 

entertainment. They'll design and implement a technology infrastructure that includes secured 

networks, digital media archive solutions on a cloud-based platform, and provide support around 

the clock.  

 

Working together with clients is important to ACES TSS and that is why they offer extensive 

training solutions for onsite technical support individuals. In your staff's absence however, 

ACES TSS is prepared to step in at any time.  

 

The Benefits of Using 4K Video Streaming and Storage Services Delivered By ACES TSS 
 

Gaining access to large media files such as videos plays an important role in maximizing profit 



for all types of media companies. The faster you can access video files that are stored within the 

database, the faster you can conduct business.  

 

As part of a technology infrastructure solution, engineers for IT working with ACES TSS can 

help set up the 4K Video Streaming and Storage Services for your media and entertainment 

company. You'll instantly notice an increase of speed on the network, a larger database for 

storage of media files and the ability to pull videos up faster with little to no delay.  

 

Senior Level Engineers for Tiered Support: Maximize Downtime and Optimize Your IT 

Database and Infrastructure 
 

For media and entertainment companies, technology and network down times, and slow media 

load times can hinder the ability to operate or even stop employees from working altogether. 

These types of situations have the ability to cause a significant amount of financial loss and 

exposes the company to the potential of hacker threats.  

 

Senior level engineers have the years of experience that it takes to solve these types of problems 

efficiently and with as little down time as possible. Engineers for media & entertainment will 

maximize your storage space and security protocols to ensure the highest level of integrity for 

your infrastructure, and senior systems engineers will be on hand around the clock should any 

type of data loss or down time occur.  

 

ACES Technology Services and Solutions: Engineers for IT in the Media and 

Entertainment Sector 
 

ACES TSS prides itself on being customer service oriented and providing the best technology 

infrastructure design and support solutions in the business.  

 

Engineers for IT employed with ACES TSS have implemented a variety of solutions at Fortune 

500 companies, well-known startups, major corporations, media companies and more. 

 

Whether you want to maximize the performance of your infrastructure as an IT company or as a 

media company, integrate the solutions ACES TSS offers within your organization for 

dependable and reliable coverage 24 hours a day. 
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Improve Data and Efficiency with Digital Archiving Solutions from ACES 
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 active archiving: used 4 times 

 

Data security and digital archive management are both key elements to reducing overhead costs 

and improving efficiency within an organization's technology infrastructure. While many digital 

archival solutions exist in the market, most fall short of meeting the goals of major corporations 

and small businesses. ACES Technology Services offers comprehensive digital archival 

solutions that are catered to the needs of each individual client.  

 

Archival Solutions for Enterprise Businesses: Reduce Overhead Costs  

 

Efficient archival solutions have the potential to help organizations save money.  

 

Businesses must have an easy way to access the information they need, which is where the need 

for costly storage space must be filled. Historical data that no longer needs to be accessed, in 

most cases, still occupies space that can cost businesses a lot of money.  

 

Digital archival solutions will reduce the amount of money spent on storage by using active 

archiving to store data that is still important yet doesn't need to be accessed on a regular basis. 

This data can also be compressed to save even more money on digital storage space.  

 

Digital Archival Solutions Minimizes Storage Security Risks for Your Company  

 

Security is a sensitive subject these days, especially with recent reports of malicious activity by 

foreign entities with the sole purpose of stealing information from major corporations.  

 

Archival solutions for enterprise businesses significantly improves the security of data stored 

within technology infrastructures. Not only does active archiving solutions by ACES meet data 

retention compliance standards, the data itself is stored and archived securely at all times, 

ensuring the organization that any individual or entity who doesn't have permission to access the 

data won't be able to breach the system.  

 

The process in which active archiving uses to archive and store sensitive data also allows 

businesses to access and retrieve historical data in an efficient manner should a legal entity make 

a formal request.  

 

Digital Archival Solutions Improves Efficiency of Storage Systems  

 

Improving the efficiency of the digital archive and storage process is as simple as streamlining 

backup processes, reporting and queries entered by employees. The best way to do this is to 

reduce the amount of data that is searched and stored by the system itself.  



 

Archival solutions for enterprise businesses helps streamline processes and reduce data overload 

by archiving historical data and information that is no longer needed on a consistent basis. 

Archived data can still be accessed should the need arise in the future.  

 

ACES Technology Services and Solutions provides one of the most efficient and cost-effective 

data archival solution on the market. Implementing active archiving for your business means the 

ability to archive and access historical information efficiently without using up costly storage 

space. 

 


